
Ever heard of meal-kit delivery service company name Sun Basket? I expect not a  

NO for answer but if your answer is NO; then you must really being missing out a 

big deal. 

SUN BASKET is a healthy meal-kit delivery service company of San Francisco-

based. This is a company that made the most concessions for people who are 

serious about healthy eating and has the most choices for different types healthy of 

diets. The meal-kit delivery service company specializes in specific diets from 

Paleo to Mediterranean to gluten-free which is how they stand out above others, 

Even though Sun Basket not entirely vegetarian service, Sun Basket still offers a 

huge varieties of quick, nice flavorful plant-based meals that will satisfy 

vegetarians and omnivores alike. Their ingredients are largely organic, and their 

recipes are at their very best tested." 

“According to Sun Basket CEO Adam Zbar, who at the same time is a son of a 

cancer researcher, When he founded Sun Basket he want it to focused on healthy 

lifestyles, like ‘I want to eat Paleo, I want to eat gluten-free.’ But also he realized  

there was no such thing as a bad healthy lifestyle as long as the actual nutrients in 

the food were healthy. then the next thing he started thinking about was how can 

he approach more than just lifestyles, but health states….then this bring about the 

Sun Basket proudly in partnerships with The American Heart Association, the 

American Cancer Society  and The American Diabetes Association.” 

 

Why you should choose Sun Basket…… 

Sun basket produce in each shipment is organic, the meat is antibiotic-free, and the 

seafood is wild-caught and sustainable, which will be right up your alley. All Sun 

Basket deliveries arrive in packaging that's 100 percent recyclable and 

compostable also which means they also consider not only you being healthy but 

also your environment. The meal kit delivery service company offers a wide 

variety of meal plan options, including paleo, vegan, vegetarian, and pescatarian. 

Offerings range from classics like chicken milanese and bucatini carbonara, to fun 

new combinations like farro risotto and roasted shrimp with ajo blanco sauce. Sun 

basket Price varies depending on which meal plan you choose either classic or 

family style-sized servings as well as the number of weekly recipes sent (up to four 

per week under the family style plan), or number of people being served (either 

two or four under the classic plan)." 



“There’s really nothing like a delicious cooked meal in the comfort of your own 

home after a long exhaustive day at work, Having healthy, organic ingredients 

delivered right to your door can save you time and help pave the way for a more 

healthy lifestyle. Sun Basket is the only meal-kit delivery company that delivers 

dietitian-approved meal plans that offer organic, gluten-free, vegan, vegetarian and 

Paleo, aims to make your cooking easier and healthier.” So think Sun Basket and 

try them out 

 

What other people say about Sun Basket(Customers reviews) 

“[Sun Basket’s] food was packaged beautifully in individual brown paper bags, 

everything came out delicious and was ridiculously easy to prepare.” 

 

“Sun Basket wins because the food is just that good. I actually gave it a higher 

rating than Peach Dish, the winner of my first article testing and comparing meal 

kits. They’re priced about the same, as well. But Sun Basket was simply the most 

delicious, and I really appreciate how often it deviated from dishes like pasta and 

meat-with-a-veggie, which seem to be staples of the subscription meal service 

industry.” 

 

 


